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The Chicago Lithuanian Socialist movement in Chicago is not young 
— it has been in existence for ten or fifteen years.

Chicago Lithuanian Socialists are organized into several branches. At 
present there are seven Lithuanian Socialist branches in Chicago and sur-
rounding territory. The oldest Lithuanian Socialist branches in Chicago are 
the 4th, 22nd, 37th, and 81st. 

The total membership of all the Chicago branches is approximately two 
hundred at the present time. By dividing that figure by seven we find that 
each branch has an average of twenty-eight members. Therefore, it is evi-
dent that our forces in Chicago are very weak. Nevertheless, we expend 
much energy, time, and wealth in our activities. Each branch holds from 
twelve to fifteen meetings every year. Therefore, all the branches in Chicago 
hold a total of about 105 meetings per year. That is unusual activity. How-
ever, since only “technical” matters are discussed at these meetings, very lit-
tle is accomplished, and as a result our membership list is growing very 
slowly.

One reason why we are making such slow progress is because we hold 
our meetings in saloon halls for the most part, and also because our meet-
ings are conducted in a very dull manner. We have many branches in Chi-
cago but no central organization that would make it possible for members 
of different branches to become acquainted and learn from each other. The 
lack of such a central organization is also the reason why our influence upon 
the Chicago Lithuanian public is practically nil.

We Chicago Lithuanian Socialists should have become organized into a 
central organization a long time ago. If we were so organized then we would 
not now be hindered by a lack of good trained worker-agitators; we would 
not have to hold our meetings in saloon halls as we would have a hall of our 
own by now; and we would also be able to establish a Socialist school, etc.
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